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What’s the difference between education and indoctrination? 
 
The primary difference between education and indoctrination is that education is objective, while 
indoctrination elevates one system of thought over another. 

•For instance, when it comes to the presentation of religions within the public school 
system, public schools must be able to educate students about the Bible and other 
religious texts as part of an objective study of religion, literature, etc. However, schools 
must be careful that such instruction does not inappropriately indoctrinate students in the 
tenets of a particular faith. 
 

Religious indoctrination in public schools is, in fact, contrary to the First Amendment. 
•The “First Amendment does not forbid all mention of religion in public schools; it is the 
advancement or inhibition of religion that is prohibited.”[1]  Thus, public schools are 
prohibited from endorsing a religion or coercing students to participate in religious 
activity. 
•For example, any teaching of Islam that forbids another religion’s criticisms of Allah or 
that otherwise instructs students on Islam’s superiority over other religions is likely an 
unconstitutional endorsement of  Islam. Such conduct is a direct violation of public 
schools’ obligation to comply with the Establishment Clause. 

 
Examples of indoctrination: 
-A middle school in one state required seventh grade students to learn the Muslim conversion 
prayer, the Shahada, which asserts that “Allah is the only god and Mohammad is his prophet.” 
[2] This lesson required students to recite the conversion prayer aloud or write it down. [3] 
Though other religions were studied, students apparently were not required to write or recite the 
conversion creeds of other religions. [4] 
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-That state’s curriculum devotes a section of Seventh Grade social studies to “the Islamic 
World.” [5] When incorporating these lessons, some Tennessee schools spent more time 
covering Islam than other religions, including Christianity. [6]  
-In other states, students were required to write an essay “pretending” to be Muslim, [7] craft 
Muslim prayer rugs observing “Islamic artistic values,”[8] or recite the Shahada as a class. [9] 
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